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“Water is life” - we know this saying from childhood, but we do not always attach 
importance to what surrounds us all the time, which we cannot do without.

After all, everyone knows that the human body is 70% water. We begin our life as a 
fruit, which is 99% water. When we are born, water makes up 90% of our body, and by the 
time we reach adulthood, the water content drops to 70%. If we die at a ripe old age, then 
our body consists of water by about 50%. In other words, throughout our life we   exist 
mainly in the form of water. Indeed, water is the force that creates and gives life. Without 
water, the various particles could neither mix nor spread.

In recent years, water has been the object of deep scientific research in a number of countries. 
Its properties, composition, varieties, conditions, etc. are being studied. One of the main and 
amazing properties is the memory of water. The accumulated scientific data made it possible to 
determine the main essence of the ongoing research.

Tap water was subjected to deep purification, which made it possible not only to 
qualitatively purify water from organic, chemical and other compounds, but also to erase 
any information, including negative, stored by water. After that, the water was given special 
properties by acting on it with energy fields (Patent No. 34085 dated 23.06.2003), including 
laser treatment of the water. As a result of these influences, stable structures of water 
molecules of a certain type, the so-called "clusters", appear, which, when entering the body, 
stimulate the immune system and activate the body's forces. Research on this “smart” water 
(“HC”) has been pursued in different directions. Studied:

1. The impact of "HC" on parasitic microflora (microbes, bacteria, fungi)
In the colony of these microorganisms, "HC" was introduced. It was found that almost 

immediately their vital activity ceased: movement, nutrition, reproduction. On the 9-11th 
day, there was a massive self-destruction.

2. The impact of "HC" on laboratory animals.
Water was injected intraperitoneally according to a special scheme. Studies have 

shown a high immunostimulating activity of "UV". At the same time, studies were 
conducted on the effects of highly toxic drugs on animals. They all died, their organs were 
destroyed. But those animals, who were injected with "HC", remained to live, their organs 
were not destroyed, and accumulated toxic components were not found in them. Animals 
that reached the age limit and consumed "HC" were getting younger. Sexual activity 
reappeared, beautiful hair grew, life expectancy increased, new offspring were born.

3. The impact of "HC" on the human body.
At the initial stage, "UV" was hosted by the developers themselves and volunteers - 

mostly members of their families. After a long intake of water, various organ studies were 
carried out, numerous analyzes were done. In the first days of taking "UV" (up to 2 weeks), 
there is an increase in the activity of the excretion systems: stools become more frequent 
(sometimes to liquid), urination becomes more frequent (often with a change in the color of 
urine and the appearance of mucus). In urine tests, large accumulations of dead bacteria, 
fungi, sand can be found. Often there is profuse sweating with an unpleasant odor. In 
people with diseases of the bronchi and lungs, there is an abundant secretion of sputum. 
For many, mucus and purulent secretions from the nasopharynx begin to come out. In case 
of eye diseases (infectious lesions), purulent discharge is noted, especially in the morning. 
Most people who have taken "UV" have a decrease in blood pressure,

Studies carried out by various scientific organizations have shown that "UV" activates 
the processes of cellular and humoral immunity. This effect is due to the ability to restore 
and activate the restructuring of immune forces, stimulation of lymphocytes, activation of T-
helpers.
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It has already been revealed that:

one) With oncological diseases eliminates intoxication of the body with active
elimination of homo- and endotoxins, the growth of tumors slows down or stops, the development of 
methostasis, blood counts normalize. In cancer patients, the appearance of a sense of vigor, 
improved sleep, appetite, and improved bowel function are noted.

2) With gastric ulcer and 12-duodenal ulcer "UV" has an active
reparative action with the restoration of mucous membranes.

3) With toxic and viral hepatitis "C" indicators of indicators are normalized
ALT, ACT, GGT, liver cells are restored.

4) With diabetes mellitus carbohydrate metabolism is normalized, the sugar level in
blood, glucose in the urine disappears, general health improves, vitality increases.

five) With cardiovascular diseases pressure is normalized, eliminated
arrhythmia, shortness of breath, weakness, ECG indicators improve.

6) With bronchial asthma and pulmonary emphysema decreases in frequency and severity
attacks, breathing improves, there is an active separation of sputum.

7) With thrombophlebitis the tone of the veins is normalized, blood clots dissolve,
pain and heaviness in the legs are reduced, ulcers are epithelized, skin color is normalized.

eight) For allergies (of any form and manifestation) all signs are completely eliminated:
edema, skin rashes, itching, lacrimation.

nine) For any fungal diseases there is a complete recovery and absence
symptoms of the disease.

10) When applied externally, "UV" eliminates inflammation and itching, allergic
manifestations on the skin, inflammation and swelling with cuts, burns, tumors, insect bites.

Long-term studies "UV" showed that it has an active antitoxic effect, removes 
radionuclides, salts of heavy metals from the body, neutralizes (decomposes) aggressive 
chemicals, has an anti-inflammatory effect, slows down biochemical processes in cells, 
slows down the aging of the body. The production of "HC" is currently carried out only in a 
laboratory way and in small quantities. Considering all of the above, it was interesting for 
me to experiment with "UV", adding to its extraordinary properties a bioresonant 
directional effect, individually selected for each patient. First of all, I turned to Masaru 
Emoto's works on hado relationships (resonant relationships) between emotions and parts 
of the human body.

I wrapped bottles with "UV" with paper labeled (extinguishing emotions) and taught
patients before use slander extinguishing emotions on the water.

Main bodies,
resonating with
emotions
Intestines

Diseases
due to
hado violations
Disorder
digestion
Shoulder stiffness
belts

Parasympathetic nerves Insomnia
Back pain

"Extinguishing"

emotions

Tension Relaxedness

Anxiety Cervical nerves Carelessness

Irritability
Confusion

Calmness
ConfidenceAutonomic nervous

system
KidneyFear Kidney disease Soulful

equilibrium
Comfort
Sympathy
Enthusiasm
Patience
Pleasure
Joy

Anxiety
Anger

Apathy
Impatience

Stomach
Liver
Spine
Pancreas
Hippocampus
Blood

Dyspepsia
Hepatitis
General weakness
Diabetes
Senile dementia
Leukemia

Feeling lonely
Sadness
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Resentment Leather Ulceration of the skin Gratitude

I liked the results, received in my patients. Then I selected
homeopathic remedies and the recording was carried out on the "UV", besides this I 
recorded the conduct of the patient's bioresonance therapy on the "UV", as well as 
induction programs and E-programs, i.e. I recorded all my actions with the patient on "UV", 
instead of recording on crumbs. Then through Cu met. selected the dose and the number 
of "UV" doses and prescribed the patient. My work in this direction continues, the first 
positive results have been obtained, since I recently started working in this direction, but it 
seems interesting to me.
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